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After placing order well send You download instructions on Your email address. See below for
delivery information The manual is available only in languages German James Thorp I will continue
shopping from usermanual.com. After placing order well send You download instructions on Your
email. See below for delivery information Well send You download instructions on Your email. What
is PDF How to get Adobe Reader Really a great service! And with good service and big archive. All
very good readable and printable. The schematics even with very usable pictures to fine tune with
oscilloscoop. I recommend this service to every one. Fred Hofstede. The Netherlands The manual is
in perfect condition. Thank you very much. Login to post After a good public flogging I may get some
information out of them, well done. Bret PS, Its rare but you may have popped a drive gear with
power off, and unplugged try and move the print carriage gently back and forth it should move with
about a Pound of resistance and not catch or sound crunchy, fluid motion will tell, good luck.The
dash or underscore in upper case is the character that is preselected when typing. When you hit
another character, the machine either adds units or takes them away to give you that specific
character. Your machine is not resetting fast enough so it is giving you an extra cycle and that is
why you get the dash. A trained IBM technician should be able to resolve this issue for you.If your
typewriter doesnt compare to any of these in the video it is most likely a Selectric III. This will also
help The Selectric III featured a 96character element vs.The 96character elements can be identified
The 96 and I have checked the ribbon, turned the machine off for 1 minute, checked. We sell them
for 20.00 includes shipping and instructions. DickyO Cleveland Business Machines 2162410027I was
using it with another register and reporting via IRC worked fine, but now that it is standalone, it will
not print the reports.https://www.dianasbridal.com/UserFiles/dod-manual-8320_1.xml
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In the SM mode, I have set the IRC option to be from reg. 1 to reg. 1, but still no luck. Any ideas
Thanks. HP Solutions Center will close now. Answer questions, earn points and help others. The site
may not work properly if you dont update your browser. If you do not update your browser, we
suggest you visit old reddit. Press J to jump to the feed. It’s my first typewriter. Probably not the best
for a starter, but I love how many features it has. Also, extremely heavy Probably not the best for a
starter, but I love how many features it has. Also, extremely heavy Having the manual is worth
plenty. Its a word processor. A word processor is similar in appearance, use, and function to a
typewriter, but is actually a purposedesigned computer with essentially one app. Its like if Microsoft
made an XBoxtype device just to run Word, and thats all it did, but it was optimally designed for that
purpose. A typewriter is, fundamentally, a mechanical device that translates user keystrokes into
printed glyphs through a process of mechanical linkage, which may or may not be electrically
assisted. It gets blurry when we get to machines like the IBM Selectric, which is best described as
an electronic typewriter, because the traditional mechanical or electromechanical process is
interposed with a subsystem of logic circuitry which controls the element, but the entire machine is
still devoted to the purpose of directly translating keystrokes into glyphs on paper. Later versions of
it rationally tip over into word processor, as IBM added features such as line justification, line
editing, paragraph composition and editing, digital storage, and digital output. Reasonable people
can disagree on where we should draw the lines between one kind of machine or another. But I
personally dont consider this or similar machines to be typewriters, but instead word
processors.https://goaffordablemovers.com/UserFiles/dod-medals-and-awards-manual.xml

On the plus side, early word processors tended to be very well made, and if you take care of it, it
may last a long while and do a lot of work. Plus, its probably got a lot of extra features that you wont
find on all but a very tiny fraction of very expensive typewriters. Maybe youre thinking of the
Wheelwriters. I might agree that this AP810 is a word processor because of the screen, small though
it is. One defining characteristic of a typewriter is that it must be capable of each press of a key
instantly producing a corresponding mark on paper. If it cant do that, it isnt a typewriter. This
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AP810 probably can do that, makes it at the very least an electronic typewriter; tell us, OP. All rights
reserved Back to top. Learn more opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to change
until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms and
conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to change until you make payment.
If you reside in an EU member state besides UK, import VAT on this purchase is not recoverable. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms and conditions opens in a new
window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab
Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More
opens in a new window or tab See the sellers listing for full details. Contact the seller opens in a new
window or tab and request post to your location. Please enter a valid postcode. Please enter a
number less than or equal to 1. Sellers may be required to accept returns for items that are not as
described. Learn more about your rights as a buyer. opens in a new window or tab Youre covered by
the eBay Money Back Guarantee if you receive an item that is not as described in the listing. All
Rights Reserved. User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by
Verisign.

With a top speed of 14 cps they’re also Quite Speedy. I guess the category it fits into could be
“personal compact” as opposed to “office compact” In other words, a cheaper, brighter, lowerlevel,
more consumerfriendly version of a compact typewriter. Ribbon cassettes are still reasonably easy to
find worldwide. The typewriters themselves, on the other hand, are becoming increasingly scarce. If
such a thing exists, I assume it’s identical to the S14 but without 15 pitch. Again, the S14 only allows
the ribbon guide to be raised manually using a CODE key combination. How can you possibly go
wrong The ribbon cassette is easily removed and snapped into place. For instance it has a Calculator
function. Which is about the year I expected, given the lighter keytops that seem to be a feature of
Canon’s last generation of office electronic typewriters. This PDF of the scans of an instruction guide
I own is offered as a free resource. The Canon AP1500 compares reasonably well against the Canon
AP150.Different plastic Or perhaps it was never exposed to sunlight Take for instance, its
simplebuteffective onepiece plastic paper rest Grab one today before they disappear! The whole
guide less the table of contents, some front matter, and the index which I ignored in the interests of
avoiding scanning fatigue comes in just under 10 MB. Or if you own the AP100, you probably only
need the first part which doesn’t include the “Text Processing” section related to the LCD display
It’s much briefer and like the AP150 guide is nicely laid out with easytofollow flowcharts and
diagrams. If you want NextDay, we can save the other items for later. Order by, and we can deliver
your NextDay items by. You won’t get NextDay delivery on this order because your cart contains
items that aren’t “NextDay eligible”. In your cart, save the other items for later in order to get
NextDay delivery. Oops! There was a problem with saving your items for later. You can go to cart
and save for later there.
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Ask a question Ask a question If you would like to share feedback with us about pricing, delivery or
other customer service issues, please contact customer service directly. So if you find a current
lower price from an online retailer on an identical, instock product, tell us and well match it. See
more details at Online Price Match.All Rights Reserved. To ensure we are able to help you as best
we can, please include your reference number Feedback Thank you for signing up. You will receive
an email shortly at Here at Walmart.com, we are committed to protecting your privacy. Your email
address will never be sold or distributed to a third party for any reason. If you need immediate
assistance, please contact Customer Care. Thank you Your feedback helps us make Walmart
shopping better for millions of customers. OK Thank you! Your feedback helps us make Walmart
shopping better for millions of customers. Sorry. We’re having technical issues, but we’ll be back in
a flash. Done. Something went wrong. View cart for details.User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and
AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign. Please upgrade Internet Explorer to the latest
version. Each agency has its own auction rules and may be subject to government ordinances.
Contact us with any questions, comments or concerns. All Rights Reserved. Site Map. Please
upgrade your browser to improve your experience. GoAll still sealed, leaftover over from previous
printer. Yellow states C526 Y. Magenta states C526 M. Small black states C526 BAttached cable tidy
at the back. Collection only from Whitstable.Polished Stainless Steel with adjustable Feet.
Measurements H900 x W500 x D500. Collection from WhitstableCollection from WhitstableHight,
angles ect are adjustable. Only problem is when you adjust the lamp it goes loose, there are angles
where it staysPosted by Micheala in Office Furniture, Chairs in Whitstable.
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9 August 2020It has a 31 KB text memory enough for between 5 and 10 good sized letters and each
diskette has 1 MB capacity enough for a thesis chapter or about 30 pages of text. The two line LCD
display allows for easy editing and storage of texts but the machine can also function as a normal
manual typewriter. Requires 3 AA batteries to back up the text memory not supplied, size 60 x 60 x
25 cm. Ribbon and corrector ribbon cartridges are still available from various sellers.The machine
can also be used to print tables, grids and other graphics.Limited is a credit broker, not a lender.
Introductions are limited to motorLondon Place, London, SE1 2AF, UK. VAT No. 345 7692 64. Super
high amount of views. 0 sold, 1 available. More Super high amount of views. 0 sold, 1 available. You
are the light of the world. By using our services, you agree to our use of cookies. For the best chance
of winning, increase your maximum bid.Please check your email account for more details.You can
contact the auctioneer on 01754 880880 for more information.We have thousands of new lots
everyday, start a new search.Please register now so you are approved to bid when auction starts.We
have teamed up with world leading online auctioneer Bidspotter to bring you closer to buying direct
from the MoD. Every month since 1997 we have operated a “sealedbid tender” selling all manner of
equipment. The successful buyer is generally the person or company that has bid the highest, all you
need to do is submit your best price. The only way you will miss out is if you have not bid high
enough. So, if you really want it, put in a decent bid or if it’s a punt then take a gamble but risk
losing out! Saturday 21st January 10am til 3pm and Monday 23rd to Wednesday 25th December
from 8am until 4pm. A sales order will be issued on Wednesday 18th showing the total amount due.
VAT is charged on all bids and lot charges. It is also advised that all catering items receive a deep
clean before use.
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In entering into the Contract the Buyer acknowledges that it waives any claim for breach of any such
representations which are not so confirmed. Cost including the cost of labour and materials used.
Damages, charges and expenses incurred by the Seller as a result of the cancellation. All prices
quoted are valid for 30 days only, after which time they may be altered by the Seller without giving
notice to the Buyer. Unless otherwise expressly stated, goods are available subject to remaining
previously unsold and prices exclude any applicable VAT which the Buyer shall pay in addition at the
appropriate rate. In the latter case the Seller may deliver by such means as it thinks fit. Time for
delivery shall not be of the essence unless previously agreed by the Seller in writing. The Goods may
be delivered or the Services performed by the Seller in advance of the quoted date upon giving
reasonable notice to the Buyer. If payment has been made within 7 days of the Seller notifying the
Buyer that such goods are ready for collection or delivery the Buyer shall be deemed to have failed
to take delivery of the Goods and clause 6d shall apply. Claims which must be made by the Buyer
against the carrier in accordance with the carrier’s conditions. Failure to collect the goods by the
Buyer shall not limit any risk in the goods. Until that time the Buyer may use the Goods in the
ordinary course of its business but shall not resell or otherwise dispose of them nor mix them with
any other goods nor change them in any other way so that they become unidentifiable. Provided that
if the Goods are sold not withstanding this provision the Buyer shall account to the Seller for the
proceeds of sale whether tangible or intangible, including insurance proceeds, and shall keep all
such proceeds separate from any monies or property of the Buyer and third parties, and in the case
of tangible proceeds, properly stored, protected and insured.

If the Buyer fails to do so the Seller shall have the uncontested right to enter upon any premises of
the Buyer or a third party where they are stored and repossess them. In this connection and without
prejudice to the generality of the previous sentence, the Seller and the Buyer acknowledge and
agree as follows If the Buyer does not notify the Seller accordingly the Seller shall have no liability
for such defect or failure, and if it has not already done so the Buyer shall be bound to pay the price
as if the Services have been performed in accordance with the Contract. The Seller may elect to
carry out any rectification work either at the Buyer’s premises or at some other location of its
choice. Unless the context otherwise requires, any item or expression which is defined in or given a
particular meaning by the provisions of Incoterms shall have the same meaning in these Conditions,
but if there is any conflict between the provisions of Incoterms and these Conditions, the latter shall
prevail. Where such Goods are to be sold direct to a Buyer outside the UK it is the responsibility of
the Seller to apply for and obtain the Export Licence. It is the responsibility of the UK Buyer who
intends to export such Goods to obtain the Export Licence and to provide a copy to the Seller before
Goods are released for delivery to port. The Buyer must provide to the Seller satisfactory proof of
shipment within 14 days of removal otherwise the Buyer shall be liable for the outstanding amount
of VAT. In addition when Goods are sold to a Buyer within the EC the Buyer must provide the Seller
with the EC VAT registration number to avoid being charged.



moveisgarciadigital.com.br/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-
upload/server/content/files/162710158d7fb2---bowflex-ultimate-workout-manual.pdf

Failure of the Buyer to provide the Seller with the EC VAT registration number will result in VAT at
the current rate being added to the Buyer’s invoice and the Buyer shall be liable thereof The Seller
has no authority to commit the MOD to any liability and nothing in the Conditions or in any other
document forming part of the Contract shall give or be construed as giving the Buyer any rights
against the MOD or any other party. We have teamed up with world leading online auctioneer
Bidspotter to bring you closer to buying direct from the MoD. Failure of the Buyer to provide the
Seller with the EC VAT registration number will result in VAT at the current rate being added to the
Buyer’s invoice and the Buyer shall be liable thereof The Seller has no authority to commit the MOD
to any liability and nothing in the Conditions or in any other document forming part of the Contract
shall give or be construed as giving the Buyer any rights against the MOD or any other party. Unless
noted, these items are in perfect working order and in excellent condition. Additional information is
written beside each item and the asking price is listed in red. I cant offer delivery for large items, so
keep in mind youll have to find some way to arrange transport if youre interested in purchasing any.
NOTICE OF CONTRACT AWARD forDATE ISSUED September 16, 1994Additionally, the letters We
strongly advise all contract users No. Description Quantity Price Model No.Manufacturer Canon. Net
Price of addl. print wheels. Equipment guarantee period 90 DaysManufacturer Canon. Equipment
guarantee period 90 DaysNo. Description Quantity Price Model No.Manufacturer Canon. Mandatory
Options Price Each Model No.

Equipment guarantee period 90 DaysPayment will be based Prior to processing such payment the
Failure to comply with those Submission of a bid is deemed In addition, certain charitable Lawrence,
Franklin, Clinton and The training The associated product As manufacturers It will be the Contractor
must offer Each unit delivered If, during this period, such faults develop, However, each contract
However, the contractor must furnish all quantities Neither expressly nor by Further, contractors
are instructed not to act Print Speed 16 cps 16 cps 16 cps 25 cps. Pitch cpl 10,12,15 10,12,15
10,12,15 10,12,15,PS. Micro Indexing. Auto Paper Insertion. Correction MemoryAuto Centering.
Between. Auto Underline. Spell Checkincluded Yes Yes Yes Yes. Spell Correct No No Yes Yes. Main
Dictionary Size 55k 55k 55k 90k. Personal DictionaryPhrase MemoryFormat Memory 3 3 5
Unlimited. Document Memory 0 0 22k 63k. Stop Position Formats. Stop Codes for text 0 0 yes yes.
Block Indent yes yes yes yes. Impression Control 3 position 3 position 3 position 5 position. Operator
RemovableVertical Line Drawing yes yes yes yes. Horizontal MicroInterface. Disk Drive opt none
none none 720k. Cut Sheet Feeder opt none none none 2 trays. The seller was about an hours drive
away, and the weather was perfect for a Sunday drive. Looks just as sexy as it sounds, right To my
surprise, there seems to be very little information about Canon business machines on the interwebs.
That is to say, Canon typewriters from the 80s. These were built I assume to compete with the IBM
Selectrics. And all clearly explained in the manuals assuming you’re one of the engineers who
designed the thing. Then take a shower. Gah! I know he wasn’t going to train them on it. He had an
important three martini meeting to get to! Bookmark the permalink. I have been looking all over for
this exact model. Shipping will be quite pricey, this thing weighs about as much as a boat, not just
the anchor.

What are your thoughts on a price you’re looking for on the machine itself Notify me of new posts
via email. To find out more, including how to control cookies, see here. However, WPS is disabled by
default to protect the wireless network, youll need to activate first it when the client is ready to
connect. This article shows how to use WPS in Push Button Method, Client PIN method, and some
troubleshooting tips if WPS is not working. It will wait for WPS connections for two minutes. Here
we take Vigor N65 WLAN adapter for example. After a few seconds, the wireless client will be
connected to Vigor Router. If you continue using our website, well assume that you are happy to
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receive all cookies on this website. Learn more. Click on the image for the typewriters using this
ribbon. Please dont hesitate to contact me regarding your particular model. Correctable carbon
ribbon Nylon ribbon. Discover the new 2018 collection. Instruction manual en testo 340. Sector
Watches come in two collections; each also has,,,,. British teen Steven Miles, 17, was sentenced to
25 years in prison on. Steve Rose on film My Friend Dahmer is it time to stop glamorising the serial
killer. The G2 interview Michael C Hall on playing Bowie on stage and why death Teenager obsessed
with TV killer Dexter stabbed and dismembered girlfriend. Dexters interview with the FBI goes well
hes told they dont suspect him of murder since he was at Parents Guide.Crime Directed by Steve
Shill. With Michael C. Hall, Julie Benz, Jennifer Carpenter, Erik King.Stoddard und Mennell brachten
die Manuelle Therapie MT. Unter manueller Therapie versteht man einen Behandlungsansatz, bei
dem Funktionsstorungen des Bewegungsapparates untersucht Die CranioSacralTherapie vom
Lateinischen cranium Schadel; sacral das Kreuzbein os. The effect of oscillationenergy manual
therapy on lateral epicondylitis a randomized, placebocontrol, doubleblinded study.

In Journal of Hand Die manuelle Therapie nach Cyriax, auch CyriaxMethode, benannt nach dem
Orthopaden James Cyriax, befasst sich mit der Diagnostik und Behandlung desDie manuelle
Therapie dient in der Medizin der Behandlung von Funktionsstorungen des Bewegungsapparats
Gelenke, Muskeln und Nerven. Manuelle Therapie. In der Medizin dient die manuelle Therapie der
Beseitigung von Funktionsstorungen des,,,,. DEAR CUSTOMERS First of all, we would like to thank
you for purchasing a ZEPTER air purifier. This product is superior to existing air purifiers,
guaranteeing clean and healthy air.View and download the Manual of Zepter Therapy Air ION Air
Cleaner 4,54 mb English. Also support or get the manual by email. Har du et USERS MANUAL.web
pro spolecnost Zepter. Hodinky SECRET DESIRE nerez ocel. Navod ke stazeni Secret Desire manual
Navod ke stazeni THERAPY AIR ION NAVOD,,,,. Discover the new 2018 collection. Sector Watches
come in two collections; each also has,,,,. User manuals, Homelite Chainsaw Operating guides and
Service manuals. Products 1 50 of 68 Homelite Chainsaw EL12.Manufacturer of power equipment
such as hedge trimmers, string trimmers, chainsaws, and blowers. Models Covered EZ, EZ
Automatic, Super EZ Auto, XLMini. XLMini Automatic Download 59 Homelite Chainsaws PDF
Manuals for FREE. View Homelite Chainsaws User Manuals, Operating Instructions, Operating
Guides and SAVE THIS MANUAL FOR FUTURE REFERENCE. Your chain saw has been engineered
and manufactured to Homelites high standard for dependability, ease,,,,. The pieces can be
reassembled using a second set of instructions to make the Minifigures included are Harry, Stan
Shunpike and Ernie Prang. LEGO Technic replica of the Mack Anthem truck and trailer.Come warm
yourself by the LEGO fire When Marshal Banana posted his entry I was struck not so much by the
great. This Rock Climbing build will be included for a building project.,,,,.

Results 1 10 of 45 If youre gw 9010 manual arts about foguete de garrafa manual do Gt640 dcsl
2gd3 manual high school Collection of Free Computer Suzuki ts200r service manual You suzuki can
get national manual international news with ease Suzuki ts200r service manual. Dl650al2 manual
high school. ASUS GT640DCSL2GD3 graphics card GF GT 640 2 GB Specs. NVIDIA GeForce GT
640. Direct contact heatpipes and a large heatsink lower temps by 16% while producing zero noise.
Pump up graphics performance with Super Alloy Power Icpe 9000 manual high school.There is a
missing 21 percent of the matterenergy densityComedy Loreto Peralta in Instructions Not Included
2013 Alvaro Curiel and Eugenio Derbez in Instructions Not Included 2013. Cast overview, first billed
only. Instructions Not Included is a 2013 Mexican comedydrama film cowritten, directed by, and
starring Eugenio Derbez. The plot follows a 28 Dec 2017 La gard 4200 instructions not included
cast. Nifometer instructions. Some marketing contractor slapped a headset and the wrong
transmitter in But it does not excuse the fact that PDP did not include, in the instruction manual.
SUBMIT 6 Feb 2018 The foam morphology including pore orientation and size can be well
flameretardancy in cellulosebased foams and nanopapers.1,9,12 the molar ratio of anhydroglucose
units of cellulose AGU chain to the reagents being.By Joel Hruska on October 20, 2015 at Fallout 4



Announcement Trailer. Info. Shopping. 28 Sep 2017 3 Nov 2016 The magazine Wasteland Survival
Guide SelfDefense Secrets is a special collectible book in Fallout 4 that is located at the Ranger
Cabin.23 Apr 2016 13 Nov 2015 Have you played Fallout 4 yet. If so, you are probably already aware
of the myriad of things that need to be remembered, and because of this, 12 Dec 2015,,,,. We make
no representation or warranty of any kind by including manual 5position height adjustment, and
35ft., 3wire, highvisibility cord. Belt 13J021. 6 and 8Gal.

—Heavyduty 2stage bypass motors deliver. View related No instructions or original box. Has some
dings and scraps from being stored. Item was tested and running perfect.Thanks for checking out
my item. If you have,,,,. Goes through each and every move with a fine tooth comb and is again more
advanced than the other books. The ultimate attacking manual. Chess Assistant 18 PRO with
Houdini 6 PRO is a unique tool for managing chess games and databases, playing chess through the
Internet 5 Dec 2013 Chess Assistant 14 is now available for download. ChessOK Aquarium 2014 will
be sent to the owners of Chess Assistant 14 Professional,,,,. This content is adapted from a syllabus
for a class that I teach at EVE University. I wrote the Dec 18, 2016May 4, 2018 This is a basic guide,
that should give you a good set of recommendations on what skills to train for in your first weeks or
so of EVE. Treat it as a Jan 10, 2012 This guide explains the various tradingrelated skills found in
EVE Online. This skill may be the most important traderelated skill in EVE. Jan 30, 2018 This
syllabus should only be used as a guide ensure there is There are 100s of skills in EVE so this class
will not go into any skill in detail. EVE allows you to discover, explore and dominate an amazing
science fiction universe while you fight, trade, form corporations and alliances Apr 19, 2012 One of
the biggest decisions a new player to EVE will have to make is how they approach training skills. At
a very high level, you either train for Every skill has a primary and a secondary attribute Navigation,
Ways to do this are discussed in later in this guide. The one weakness of this skill plan is in the area
of drones. Only the most basic skills are included, and then near the end of each skill plan. Jul 24,
2015 I thought it would be prudent to put together a basic starting skill plan for 30 days. As opposed
to my older guide that was written for 14 day trial,,,,.

Vea o descargue aqui el manual de la Belson BS2500 Radio para coche en Espanol. No encuentra el
manual.Belson Car Belson Car Stereo System belson bs 16510 belson car radio BS1213 2BT user
manual in englis. Manual belson bs 3000 gratis, tutorial belson bs 3000 gratis. Feb 14, 2010 Dec 8,
2011 Belson bs13011 service manual pdf download free click to go to view belson bs3005 search
result autoradio belson bs 1500 manual software free download,,,,. Leveling from 185 without a
guide is way to slow and pretty much impossible. Take the stress out of leveling with our free guides
28 Mar 2010 Click here to access the 185 Leveling Guides links WoWPro Leveling Addon. 8085
Cataclysm Leveling Guides. Alliance. Arixans Alliance 15 Mar 2011 In addition to having a lengthy
guide to the Cataclysm changes in our on the general leveling progression of World of Warcraft for
levels 160. 13 May 2011 This WoW guide covers how to level from 160 on either Kalimdor or
Eastern. This section suggests best leveling routes on Eastern Kingdoms for Horde 21 Dec 2010
Leveling in World of Warcraft Cataclysm has changed quite a bit.Sounds of English has some good
explanations for pronouncing specific Learning good English pronunciation is hard, and perfect
pronunciation is You can also visit websites such as this guide to American pronunciations. Having
trouble pronouncing those weird English words. Heres a simple guide to English pronunciations.
This guide will help you to understand and use the pronunciation symbols found in these
dictionaries. The British pronunciations given are those of younger Definition of ratiocination noun
in Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary. Meaning, pronunciation, picture, example sentences,
grammar, usage notes, synonyms 31 May 2015 How to pronounce ratiocination in English. The
definition of ratiocination is the proposition arrived at by logical reasoning such as the proposition
that 1 English. 1.1 Etymology; 1.2 Pronunciation; 1.3 Noun. 1.3.1 Synonyms; 1.3.
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